Topological metrics of graphs provide a natural way to describe the prominent features of various types of networks. Graph metrics describe the structure and interplay of graph edges and have found applications in many scientific fields. In this work, graph metrics are used in network estimation by developing optimisation methods that incorporate prior knowledge of a network's topology. The derivatives of graph metrics are used in gradient descent schemes for weighted undirected network denoising, network completion, and network decomposition. The successful performance of our methodology is shown in a number of toy examples and real-world datasets. Most notably, our work establishes a new link between graph theory, network science and optimisation.
INTRODUCTION
G RAPH theory has found applications in many scientific fields in an attempt to analyse interconnections between phenomena, measurements, and systems. It provides a data structure that naturally express those interconnections and also provides a framework for further analysis [1] , [2] . A graph consists of a set of nodes and edges describing the connections between the nodes. The edges of binary graphs take the values of either 1 or 0 indicating the presence or absence of a connection, while in weighted graphs the edges are described by weights indicating the strength of the connection. Graphs have been extensively used in a variety of applications in network science such as biological networks, brain networks, and social networks [3] , [4] , [5] , [6] .
Graph metrics are functions of a graph's edges and characterize one or several aspects of network connectivity [7] , [8] , [9] . Local metrics deal with the relation of specific nodes to the network structure while global metrics describe properties of the whole network. Graph metrics are largely used to describe the functional integration or segregation of a network, quantify the centrality of individual regions, detect community structure, characterize patterns of interconnections, and test resilience of networks to abrupt changes.
Estimation of a network's structure or properties has been performed in a variety of contexts. Although a single definition does not exist, network estimation can include any algorithm or method that detects, enhances, generates, or increases some quality measure of networks. Link prediction and network completion deal with predicting the existence of missing edges based on the observed links in a binary graph [10] , [11] , [12] , [13] , [14] . Also, in [13] the prediction of missing nodes was attempted. So far such methods have dealt with detecting only whether a link (edge) exists or not, not with the estimation of its weight. Typical applications include predicting the appearance of future connections in social [10] , [15] or biological [16] networks. The network reconstruction problem deals with composing networks that satisfy specific properties [17] , [18] , [19] , [20] . This can be particularly useful when building null models for hypothesis testing. Network inference problem attempts to identify a network structure where the edges have been corrupted by a diffusion process through the network [21] , [22] . More recently, reducing the noise in social networks has been attempted in [23] , [24] , [25] .
In this work, we assume that prior information is available regarding an observed weighted undirected network. This prior information comes in the form of estimates of a number of topological graph metrics of the network. We utilise these estimates in an optimisation framework in order to adjust the weights of the observed network to satisfy those properties. There are many real-world cases where there is knowledge of a network's structure but not exact or reliable network information [17] , e.g., strength of connections between banks is known but exact connections are hidden for privacy issues in bank networks [26] , modularity metrics of brain networks are similar between subjects [27] , properties of the constituent networks may be known for mixed networks [24] . We demonstrate the utility of our methodology in three schemes.
First, a network denoising scheme, where an observed network is a noisy version of an underlying noise-free network. By considering the error between the observed network's graph metrics and the true network's known metrics, in an iterative gradient descent process on the network's weights, the resulting network is closer to the noise-free one. Using the node degrees as priors has been performed in binary networks in [24] and in terms of network reconstruction the knowledge of degrees has been employed in weighted networks in [17] , [28] . In [23] , the transitivity of a network was used in a network diffusion scheme to change a social network's weights but without a specific stopping point. In [25] , denoising has been attempted in the context of removing weak ties between users in a social networks. Here, we provide analytical and empirical proofs on the utility of denoising schemes that are based on the optimisation of various graph metrics through gradient descent.
Second, we develop a weighted network completion scheme where some of the weights of the network's edges are missing. Similarly to the two previous schemes, we adapt the missing weights such that the whole network obtains specific values for known graph metrics. Weighted network completion has not been performed in the literature per se, only the closely related matrix completion problem [29] and matrix completion on graphs [30] where the completion is aided by assuming that the rows and columns of the matrix form communities.
Finally, we develop a network decomposition scheme for the cases where an observed network is an additive mixture of two networks. Assuming that graph metrics are known for the two constituent networks we derive an algorithm that can estimate the networks by enforcing them to have specific values for graph metrics while keeping the reconstruction error between the original and estimated mixture small. Network decomposition has been traditionally applied in a different context, on decomposing graphs with disjoint nodes [31] . For factored binary graphs untangling has been performed by taking into account the degree distribution of the constituent graphs [24] . Here, we not only consider the degrees of a network and decomposing it into subgraphs (i.e., multiple graphs with disjoint nodes) but we use multiple graph metrics in additive graph mixtures. Therefore, in this paper, we provide a comprehensive description of theoretical and empirical results on the use of optimisation of graph metrics for various problems in network estimation. In Section 2 we give some basic definitions and a brief introduction to graph theory and graph metrics. The network estimation methods are shown in Section 3 with the details of the three schemes, denoising 3.1, completion 3.2, and decomposition 3.3. In Section 3.4 we derive the graph metrics derivatives that are used in the optimisation methods. In Section 4 we apply our methodology to a number of toy examples and real data and in Section 5 we put the results into context and discuss the utility that our method provides. Section 6 concludes the paper.
GRAPH METRICS
A weighted graph G ¼ ðV; E; WÞ is defined by a finite set of nodes (or vertices) V with jVj ¼ n, a set of edges E of the form ðv i ; v j Þ 2 E with jEj ¼ n 2 À n and a weighted adjacency matrix W with w ii ¼ 0 8 i. In this work, we consider undirected graphs for which W is symmetric, i.e., w ij ¼ w ji or W ¼ W T . The entries w ij in the weighted adjacency matrix W (weight matrix from now on) indicate the strength of connection between nodes. We assume that networks are normalised, i.e., w ij 2 ½0; 1.
Graph metrics are scalar functions of the weight matrix, i.e., fðWÞ : R n 2 ! R. Global metrics map the weight matrix into a single value and therefore attempt to simply quantify a specific property of a network. Local metrics on the other hand, quantify some property of the network separately for each node i 2 f1:::ng with f i ðWÞ 2 R n 2 ! R, potentially resulting in n functions and n separate values.
Although graph metrics were originally defined on binary (unweighted) networks, the conversion to weighted metrics is usually but not always straightforward [8] , [32] , [33] , [34] , [35] , [36] . The main motivation of this study can be recognised by pointing out that a network can be adjusted by changing the matrix W so that it obtains a certain value for some graph measure. There are numerous graph metrics that describe various features of networks [8] , [9] . The main properties that they measure are:
Integration (ability of the network to combine information from distributed nodes). Segregation (ability of the network for specialised processing in densely interconnected node groups). Centrality (characteristic that describes the presence of regions responsible for integrating total activity). Resilience (ability of a network to withstand weight changes). Motifs (presence of specific network patterns). Community structure (separation of a network to various functional groups). Small-worldness (highly segregated and integrated nodes). There are graph metrics that contain quantities which are themselves a product of an optimisation procedure (e.g., module structure, shortest path length). These quantities are considered outside of the scope of this work.
Definitions
Here we show some definitions, notations and useful matrices that are used in the following sections. n : number of nodes m : number of graph metrics S ij ¼ f1 ij g; f0 :ik:j g : matrix of zeros except at (i,j) fAg ij ¼ a ij ¼ trfAS ji g : ði; jÞ th element of matrix A trfAg ¼ P n i¼1 fAg ii : sum of diagonal elements 1 n : column vector of ones O n ¼ 1 n 1 T n : matrix of ones H n ¼ O n À I n : all ones except at diagonal R j ¼ f1 ij 8ig; f0 :ij8i g : matrix with ones at column j P ij a ij ¼ trfAO n g : sum of all matrix entries A B
: Hadamard (element-wise) product
NETWORK ESTIMATION
In this section we formulate the optimisation methodologies for the three schemes considered in this work.
Denoising
Suppose that a weight matrix W of a network is corrupted by additive noise:
The error matrix E can be considered as a network unrelated to the network structure being considered. For example, E could be social calls when trying to detect suspicious calls in social networks [24] , the effect of volume conduction in EEG based brain network connectivity, or measurement noise. A different type of noise that occurs in networks, the effect of missing values is treated in Section 3.2.
If we assume that we have estimates of M differentiable graph metrics of the original W, i.e., f m ðWÞ ¼ K m where m 2 f1; :::; Mg, then we can formulate a cost function that measures the deviation of the observed weight matrix's metrics f m ðW e Þ to the estimates K m as:
The error is minimised with gradient descent updates on W e : (
where t is the iteration index and m the learning rate. For the case of m ¼ 1, Eq. (3) describes the traditional single function gradient descent. For m > 1, it can be considered an equally weighted sum method of multiobjective optimisation, motivated by the fact that the graph metrics are in the same range due to normalisation. Multiobjective optimisation enables the weighting of different metrics to accommodate priorities on which are more important for a specific task. Such weighting is considered above the scope of this work. The full denoising procedure is described in Algorithm 1. Note that values below 0 and above 1 are truncated to zero and one respectively since we assume that the networks are normalised.
In Appendix A, which can be found on the Computer Society Digital Library at http://doi.ieeecomputersociety. org/10.1109/TNSE.2018.2849342 we provide a proof that for convex cost functions cðWÞ, denoising guarantees error reduction. The implication of that is that when a graph metric results in a convex cost function, such as the degrees (k w i ) of the network, then the optimisation of Algorithm 1 with fðWÞ ¼ 1 n P i k w i will always converge to a solutionŴ that is closer to the original network W than W e is. For non convex metrics, there is no such guarantee. In Section 3.1 we show empirical results on the extent of that effect. In the Appendix C, available in the online supplemental material we show the proof that cost functions based on graph metrics such as the degree are convex. In general, linear functions of the weights of the adjacency matrix are convex whereas nonlinear functions of the weights are not.
Completion
For the case that a set M of entries of the weight matrix are missing, we can perform matrix completion by:
where S M is a matrix with ones at the set of missing entries and zeroes everywhere else. Similar to the previous two cases, the assumption is that if the true graph metrics are known, gradient descent will adjust the missing weights close to their true values. The missing entries of the incomplete weight matrix W ic can be initialised to the most likely value of the network (w). This can be considered as a denoising procedure with the missing weights equal to 'noisy' weights of value w. In Algorithm 2 we describe the network completion procedure.
Algorithm 2. Completing the Missing Entries of Network
W ic through the Use of Graph Measure Estimates K m OUTPUT:Ŵ c INPUTS: W ic , K m , set of missing entries M 1: Initialise t ¼ 0; fW 0 ic g ij ¼ w with ði; jÞ 2 M, 2: E= P m e 2 m ðW 0 ic Þ ¼ P m f m ðW 0 ic Þ À K m À Á 2 3: while E > do 4: W ðtþ1Þ ic ¼ W t ic À m P m e m ðW t ic Þ dfmðW t ic Þ dW t ic S M 5: if w ij < 0 then w ij ¼ 0, w ij > 1 then w ij ¼ 1 6: E= P m e 2 m ðW tþ1 ic Þ ¼ P m f m ðW tþ1 ic Þ À K m À Á 2 7: t ¼ t þ 1 8: end while 9: Complete network estimate:Ŵ c ¼ W t ic
Decomposition
Suppose that we observe a mixed network that arises as a combination of two networks:
If we have estimates of some topological properties of the two networks, i.e., ff 1
then we can utilise these information to infer the networks from their mixture. This could be accomplished separately for each network using Algorithm 1. However, since we know the mixture W f , we utilise that in the following optimisation problem:
We solve this optimisation problem with alternating minimisation since it is a function of two matrices. We fix one of the two weight matrices and solve the following optimisation problem for the other one in an alternating fashion:
where the constraint has been incorporated into the cost function through the penalty parameter . 
The motivation for the procedure in Algorithm 4 is the following. Consider estimating the two weight matrices only by using the denoising algorithm for each one separately. The estimate of W 1 can be written asŴ 1 
Therefore, it is evident that the estimates of the weight matrices are not ideal whenever jjEjj F > 0. Note that if jjEjj F ¼ 0 it does not necessarily imply that the estimates of the weight matrices are optimal since it is possible that E 1 ¼ ÀE 2 . It would be optimal if we could constraint the estimate e.g.,Ŵ 1 as:
However that would require knowledge of the true weight matrix W 1 . Instead, note that: 6), we are reducing the total error. In other words we are solving the following constrained optimisation problem:
The inequality is incorporated such that jjE 2 jj F ! 0 when optimising W 1 and vice versa. Consider the extreme cases. First, when ¼ 0. That would imply that ¼ 1 which would render the graph measure optimisation ineffective. On the other hand, a large implies small which would render the constraint ineffective. In our implementation we adjust the parameter such that the reconstruction error, i.e., W f ÀŴ f slowly decreases over the iterations of the alternating minimisation algorithm. Note the well known fact that there is a one-to-one correspondence between in Eq. (8) and in Eq. (6).
Derivatives of Graph Metrics
In this section we derive the expressions for the derivatives of popular graph metrics that describe some important properties of networks. We deal with: degree, average neighbour degree, transitivity, clustering coefficient, modularity. More details can be found in Appendix B, available in the online supplemental material.
Degree
The degree of a node i describes the connection strength of that node to all other nodes:
with the degree derivative being:
Since R i is non-zero only for column i it can be computed efficiently as:
where w i is the i th column of W.
Average Neighbour Degree -Resilience
The average neighbour degree for node i is given by:
The derivative of the average neighbour degree is:
Transitivity -Segregation
The transitivity is a global measure of the segregation of a network and here we defined it as (see also [23] ):
The transitivity derivative is:
Clustering Coefficient -Segregation
The clustering coefficient for node i is a local measure of the clustering of a network. It is defined as:
The derivative of the clustering coefficient is:
Modularity -Community Structure
Modularity metrics the tendency of a network to be divided into modules. Here we deal with optimising the modularity in terms of the network weights, not in terms grouping nodes into modules. Modularity can be written as (see also [37] ):
where d ij ¼ 1 whenever nodes i and j belong to the same module and zero otherwise. The modularity derivative is expressed as:
with:
and:
where C r is a circular shift matrix that shifts down the rows of the matrix on the right by r À 1 and r ¼ W T C r WD T . See Appendix B.B, available in the online supplemental material for more details.
Local and Global Metrics
Any graph measure f i that operates locally on node i can be cast into its global (full network) form by evaluating the gradient as the average of the nodes' derivatives:
RESULTS

Denoising
Synthetic Networks
In this section we show results of applying the denoising algorithm for various cases. We create synthetic undirected networks of three types:
Random complete network, w ij $ U½0; 1 Scale free weighted network where the degrees are distributed with the power law and the non zero edges are given weights w ij $ U½0; 1. The network was created according to [38] with average degree of 5.
A modular network where the weights exhibit community structure in a number of modules. The network was created with the BCT toolbox [8] . The network consists of 8 modules and 90% of the nonzero weights in the modules. For each case we add a noise matrix where each entry of E, e ij $ N ð0; 1Þ is normally distributed with mean 0 and standard deviation 1:
Weights of W e that go below 0 are set to zero, and subsequently the weight matrix is normalised by dividing by its maximum value. In that way we guarantee that all elements of W e are between 0 and 1.
First, we show the error reduction of the scheme for various noise levels and networks of 128 nodes. We define error reduction as the ratio of the error of the denoised network W to the error of the noisy network W e :
Error reduction is measure in the domain ðÀ1; 1 where 1 indicates perfect denoising. Negative values indicate larger error after applying the denoising algorithm. In Figs. 1, 2 and 3 we show the error reduction for an increasing noise level and different graph metrics for the random, scale-free and modular network respectively. Each noise level considers the average of 50 noise matrix realisations. Note that even though the error reduction increases as the noise increases, in absolute terms the error always increases.
Next, we show the error reduction in terms of the number of nodes in the network and a noise level of s ¼ :5, see Fig. 4 .
Real EEG Data
The denoising algorithm was applied on two electroencephalography (EEG) datasets on a memory task from Alzheimer's patients and control subjects [39] . In dataset-1, there were 128-channel recordings from 13 patients with mild cognitive impairment (MCI) and 19 control subjects while for dataset-2 there were 64-channel recordings from 10 patients with familial Alzheimer's disease (FAD) and 10 control subjects. For both datasets we selected the common subset of 28 electrodes that have the exact same locations on the scalp. For each subject we split the recording into 1 second epochs and computed the connectivity network matrix of the first 50 epochs and of each epoch separately. We used the imaginary part of coherence as connectivity metric and considered the alpha (8-12Hz) spectral band.
We tested two settings. First, a train-test scheme where connectivity matrices are obtained for the two datasets separately and the weight matrices of the test set (dataset-1, MCI) are denoised according to the graph metrics of the training dataset (dataset-2). Second, a within-subject denoising setting where the connectivity matrix of the first 50 epochs of a subject (from dataset-2, FAD) is considered as the training weight matrix W tr , and each of the other matrices is a test matrix W i to be denoised. Here, we used the transitivity and degree as graph metrics combining both the global and local properties of brain activity.
In Table 1 we show the results of the denoising algorithm when using as target values the graph metrics of a) the same subject, b) the same group (patient/control), c) the opposite group. The mean square error (MSE) is computed against the training network W tr . Differences between subjects were significant under a unpaired ttest, p < 0:01, for all pairwise comparisons except between the same group and opposite group. In Fig. 5 we show an example of denoised networks for one trial of a subject. Fig. 2 . Denoising of a scale-free network with 128 nodes. We show the error reduction for an increasing noise level and various graph metrics. Clustering based measures suffer in this type of network due to the decreased magnitude of those measures in scale-free networks. Fig. 3 . Denoising of a modular network with 128 nodes and 8 modules and 90% of the weights in the modules. We show the error reduction for an increasing noise level and various graph metrics. Note that for the transitivity and clustering coefficient the estimated network had a larger error than without applying the denoising algorithm. This can be explained by noting that the weights are clustered in modules whereas the denoising algorithm is free to adapt any weight. Fig. 4 . Effect of the number of nodes on the error reduction and a constant s ¼ :5. Although the error reduction increases with the number of nodes there is an increase in absolute error as well. Fig. 1 . Denoising of a random complete network with 128 nodes. We show the error reduction for an increasing noise level and various graph metrics. Note that the degree coincides with the combination of graph metrics in this figure. This indicates that for the cases that the degree is known no other network metrics are necessary. 
Macaque Connectivity
In order to further demonstrate the potential applicability of the algorithm, we obtained the connectivity matrices from the brains of two Macaques [40] with similar values for the transitivity metric. In Fig. 6 we show the result of the denoising where the first Macaque's (M1) brain was used to estimate the transitivity and drive the denoising for the second Macaque (M2).
Completion
Synthetic Networks
Here we show the results of the network completion Algorithm 2 for an increasing number of missing entries and number of nodes. Each separate case considers the average of 50 noise matrix realisations. Here we deal with a random network with w ij $ U½0; 1. For each case, we optimise three graph metrics (transitivity, degree, clustering coefficient) and show the error reduction of the completion procedure. The missing values are initialised to 0.5 since this is the mean of the uniform U½0; 1 distribution. This initialisation produces the smallest distance to the true network from all possible initialisations. Error reduction is calculated the same way as in Eq. 24 with W e being the initialised network. Results are shown in Fig. 7 .
Real Networks
Known Metrics.
We applied the completion algorithm on the following datasets. 1) USAir: a 330 node network of US air transportation, where the weight of a link is the frequency of flights between two airports [41] . 2) Baywet: a 128 node network which contains the carbon exchanges in the cypress wetlands of south Florida during the wet season [42] . The weights indicate the feeding levels between taxons. 3) Celegans: the neural network of the worm C. elegans. Nodes indicate neurons and the edges are weighted by the number of synapses between the neurons [43] . In Fig. 8 we show the results of the completion algorithm 2 for all three networks and different graph metrics.
Uncertain Metrics.
In this section we demonstrate the performance when the network metrics come from different datasets. This showcases a realistic scenario when a similar type of network is utilised in order to complete the missing values. In Fig. 9 we show the results of the completion (a) on the Baywet dataset with the metric obtained in the Baydry dataset which contains the carbon exchanges in the dry season [40] and (b) on two enzyme network with the metrics estimated from the g355 enzyme and the completion performed on the g504 enzyme [40] .
Decomposition
Synthetic Networks
In this section we show example results of the decomposition scheme by considering by mixing (as their sum) a modular and scale-free network. The modular network consists of 8 modules. For the modular network we use the modularity and for the scale free network we use the transitivity as graph metrics to optimise. In Table 2 we show the average error reduction of the two networks of Algorithm 4 as compared with only denoising the two networks separately. In this cases error reduction for a single network is defined as:
For all cases the penalty parameter is adjusted such that the reconstruction error is reduced w.r.t. iterations of the alternating minimisation procedure. For each of the 32 test subjects (19 controls -13 patients from dataset-1) we denoised each trial of the subject's weight matrix based on the graph metrics of the mean weight matrices of the two groups from the training set (dataset-1) and its own weight matrix. We show the average MSE over all subjects for the three denoising schemes and the original noisy network. Error is computed is against W tr . Fig. 6 . Example of obtained denoised networks when using M1's data to estimate the transitivity and apply that to the network of M2. It is observed that the denoised network is close to the true network even though the transitivity was set to that of M1. Fig. 7 . Error reduction of the completion procedure for different number of nodes and percentage of missing entries. We use here three graph metrics (degree, transitivity, clustering).
Airline Data
The dataset is a binary network that contains the networks for 37 airlines and 1000 airports [44] . We converted each airline's binary network to a weighted network by adjusting any existing edge between two airports to the total number of edges for all airlines. The mixed network consists of two networks of different airlines mixed together (Lufthansa, Ryanair) for a subset of 50 nodes (airports). In Fig. 10 we show the decomposition result by using only global graph metrics (transitivity and global clustering coefficient).
DISCUSSION
The optimisation schemes described in this work enable the adjustment of a network's weight matrix to fulfil specific properties. The utility of the denoising scheme (Section 3.1) was evaluated on a number of cases including real-world data. It has to be pointed out that for convex graph metrics, the denoising scheme is guaranteed to converge to a network that is closer to the true underlying network than the noisy observed network. In Fig. 1 it is observed that considering the degrees of the nodes overshadows any other global metric's performance. For non convex graph metrics there is no guarantee but as shown in Figs. 1 and 2 , the estimated network is a better estimate of the underlying network than the original noisy version, even for increasing noise and different network types. The only exceptions to this can be observed for the clustering metrics (transitivity, clustering coefficient) of the modular network in Fig. 3 . This can be explained by noting that in our example most of the weights (90 percent) are clustered in modules while the denoising algorithm operates on all the weights. Constraining the weight updates only in the modules alleviates that problem. The utility of this scheme is also displayed in Fig. 4 where an increase in the number of nodes does not affect the performance. We point out that although the error reduction increases as the number of nodes increases, the error actually increases in absolute terms. We also tested the efficacy of the scheme in a real world EEG connectivity dataset of Alzheimers patients and control subjects. When performed in a within subject fashion, and splitting each subject's data into a train set to obtain estimates of the graph metrics, and a test set to apply the denoising algorithm, we successfully reduced the variability of the network regarding background EEG activity. More importantly, though, in a leave-subject-out procedure; using other subject's graph metrics as prior knowledge the algorithm was able to decrease the noise of the network, albeit not as much as in the within subject paradigm as Fig. 8 . Error reduction of the completion procedure for the three networks in terms of the percentage of missing entries. The estimated network was closer to the true network for both global (transitivity) and local (degree) metrics. Fig. 9 . Error reduction of the completion procedure when using network metrics from different sources. For the Baywet dataset, the estimated network was closer to the true network for both global (transitivity) and local (degree) metrics. On the other hand, for the enzyme networks only the global metric resulted in a decrease in the error due to the large individual differences. expected. This has important implications in the EEG and related fields (e.g., BCI, fMRI, DTI) where subject independent paradigms are necessary to obtain practically usable and consistent performance [45] . This is supported by the Macaque example where the transitivity metric of one Macaque was used to drive the denoising procedure for the connectivity matrix of another Macaque, see Fig. 6 . Furthermore, such an approach can be useful in any application that can obtain prior knowledge of the structure of the network under consideration. Our work extends prior work in the network denoising field [23] , [24] , [25] by providing theoretical proofs and empirical evidence that it is viable for a variety of network types. We also provide the strong proof that the degree of a network, resulting in a convex cost function, is very important in network estimation.
Weighted network completion has not been attempted in the literature and here we employed graph metrics as the driving force behind estimating the missing weights. For modest sizes of missing entries we showed that there is significant benefit of using the completion Algorithm 2 up to 128 node networks and using three graph metrics. Similarly, for real networks, we show that the knowledge of graph metrics can aid in completing the network. More importantly, there is a benefit from the knowledge of global metrics as seen in Fig. 8 . For the cases that the metrics are not completely known we show the efficacy of the completion algorithm in two cases where we use similar datasets to drive the completion procedure, see Fig. 9 .
When utilising graph metrics in the network decomposition scheme (Section 3.3) the first observation is that the error reduction is greater by using information from both networks that combine to produce the mixed network. As shown in Table 2 the resulting estimates from the alternating minimisation procedure of Algorithm 4 confirm the intuition behind that methodology. It has to be noted that this is expected since more information is used as compared to only denoising. Namely, that the constraints employed in the optimisation problems of Eqs. (6) and (7) can result in the behaviour of optimisation problem Eq. (8) . Also in Table 2 , we show the error reduction as a function of the number of nodes. The choice of global graph metrics, modularity and transitivity, further demonstrates the utility of the methodology in setting where local information would be difficult to obtain.
The decomposition algorithm was tested on real data on mixed airline networks for both global and local only metrics. Assuming prior information on the structure of the networks, the algorithm was able to produce reliable estimates for the underlying networks, see Fig. 10 . Network decomposition for mixed networks has been rarely attempted in the literature. Our work provides a new formulation that takes account prior knowledge and the use of the reconstruction error in the estimation process. This is in contrast with [24] , [31] where only factor graphs are considered.
The choice of which graph measure should be used depends on the application and on which may be available. Local metrics assume knowledge of individual nodes' properties as is typical for e.g., EEG applications ( Fig. 5 ) but may not be the case for the airport data (Fig. 10 ). There are two limitations of this study that will be addressed in future work. Computational complexity and scaling the efficacy to large networks. Although many real world networks (e.g., EEG, Social Networks, Weather Networks, Airline Networks) are of the size that we consider in this work (100s of nodes) there exist networks that consist of very large number of nodes ( > > 1000s of nodes). The calculation of the derivatives increases in the order of Oðn 2 Þ making the computation slow and inefficient. As also discussed in [46] , this is an open issue in graph based metrics. For large computational operations on graphs, polynomial approximations have been proposed [47] . Similarly, as a network increases in size, the number of graph metrics should be increased in order to produce comparable performance to the medium sized networks considered here. This is because the number of unknown parameters to estimate increases therefore more graph metrics are necessary. In order to complement the popular graph metrics that we used in this work, we are considering other potential candidates such as ones based on graph spectral methods, and statistical graph analysis.
CONCLUSIONS
In this work we developed three mathematical optimisation frameworks that were utilised in network denoising, decomposition and completion. The basis of the methodology lies in adjusting a network's weights to conform with known graph measure estimates. We derived expressions for the derivatives of popular graph metrics and designed algorithms that use those derivatives in gradient descent schemes. We tested our proposed methods in toy examples as well as real world datasets.
The work performed here has the following implications for network estimation. First, we showed that the use of graph metrics for network denoising reliably reduces the noise in an observed network for both convex and non-convex graph metrics. Also, by combining multiple graph metrics, further reduction is ensued. Depending on the type of network, some metrics may be more appropriate than others. Modularity works well for modular networks while degree seems to perform well for both random and scale free networks. For network decomposition, the use of global information as prior knowledge was sufficient to separate the underlying networks from their mixture. Such a framework can be the basis for constrained matrix or tensor decomposition of dynamic networks or multilayer networks. Finally, we provide a new weighted network completion paradigm that can complement existing matrix completion algorithms.
Other applications of our methodology can be weighted network reconstruction; the field that designs networks from scratch fullfilling specific criteria (e.g., a specific value for transitivity). The design of such network from scratch In this case we have mixed a modular with a scale-free network. With this figure we illustrate that the optimisation problem of Eq. (6) results in reducing the error between the estimates and the true networks as would happen from problem in Eq. (8) .
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